Underground Stream Albert Maltz Boston Little
maltz maltz, albert, 1908- - columbia - summary: manuscripts of maltz, including the notes, drafts, and
typescripts for numerous short stories and for the novels, the cross and the arrow, the underground stream,
the journal of simon mckeever, a long albert maltz - university of texas at austin - biographical sketch
albert maltz was born on october 28, 1908, in brooklyn, new york. he graduated, phi beta kappa, with an a. b.
in philosophy from columbia university in 1930. soviet attitudes toward american writing - muse.jhu prominently by russia during this period were albert maltz, howard fast, and two writers who were scarcely
known in the united states—lloyd brown and alexander saxton. american literature in the soviet union r such as theodore dreiser, howard fast and albert maltz is not surprising, but the appearance of other names is
more difficult to explain from the viewpoint of communist ideology. naming names: the social costs of
mccarthyism--by victor ... - albert maltz's short story "the happiest man on earth," which had won the
o'henry memorial short story award in 1938 and been republished seventy-six times in magazines,
newspapers, and anthologies, didn't get reprinted again from the dictionary of midwestern literature,
volume 2 - muse.jhu - dictionary of midwestern literature, volume 2 philip a. greasley published by indiana
university press greasley, a.. dictionary of midwestern literature, volume 2: dimensions of the midwestern
literary imagination.
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